CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Two years Christ wanders. Crossing the parts of the country, he meets people who have different characters. In every part he meets the people he gets a lesson. In every part he crosses the beauty of the country he gets happiness in his own soul. In every the aloneness he starts to be aware sensitively, his happiness lacks of completeness, because the happiness is real when shared. He has left every person who loves him. He leaves his parents with anger, he is hard to forgive the mistakes that they have. During his wandering, he meets the people, he entwines the relationship which he does not found in his family. Wayne Westerberg who is considered as his brother, to whom he talks, drinks in bar, and gets the lesson of agriculture. Even Wayne has told him that everything has been considered, Christ just says, if I do something I have to finish it. Jan who is considered as his mother, indirectly he has an emotional relation like mother and kid. Jan has told him that he has to be wiser, his parents love him but he goes without any permission. Christ replies by saying, rather than love, than money, than fame, give me the truth. In Niland, he meets Tracy, a girl and singer falls in love with him. Christ just refuses courteously. As he walks in the road of Salton, he meets Franz. They have emotional relation like grandfather with grandson. Franz adopts him to be his grandson, and he says that he really hurts if Christ goes. Christ answers by motivating that joy does not come from human relationship.
All of his characters which are formed make him continue his wandering until the last destination, Alaska. Character and ideology which are formed by book and his origin character in life’s choice, when he decides to choose the way, he must be finished. By book, he thinks the alone wandering is more exciting. Then he leaves the establishment such as the wealth, security, occupation, and irksome obligations. Quiet place, desolation, and wild are the destination to put the bad nature away. By the book his awareness comes to right. The final destination is not Alaska, but civilization, the place where the complete happiness can be got. With all Christ has, he is the great man with the beautiful and greatest experiences who wants to reach his big dream.

By the result of discussion, when Christ’s personality is viewed by Psychoanalysis, it can be said that Christ’s id are his desire to get freedom and to satisfying his curiosity. The causes of his desires are his bad feeling or pressure of his parents and his reading. His pressure from his parents is not able to be solved because the isolation that is caused by bad communication or no good communication. While his ego are escapism and wandering. The last is the model of ideal parents and life are Christ super ego. Christ understands the ideal parents and life by process during his wandering.

From this research, the writer considers that Christ places his super ego in his personality is in wrong place. He thinks that the character and the story are the really true, because the story is imaginative writing. His misunderstanding brings his wandering to end fatally. Actually he should prepare by going to the expert of adventurer and botanist. By putting his negative nature away, he is able to accept
advices to him. Basically he has prepared anything but he is careless about the thing. He does not bring the right map, and then he does not learn deeply for edible plants in Alaska. Finally those causes bring his wandering to end fatally.